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Living above 
Average!



What is Average?

Some dictionary definitions:
• …Without loss or gain!
• … lacking special distinction, rank, or status!
• … lacking exceptional quality or ability; commonly 

encountered
• … around the middle of a scale of evaluation of 

physical measures



‘Average’ is where you will find the 

most concentration of people



So, what is meant by 'Living above 

average'?

• lacking special distinction, rank, or 
status!

• lacking exceptional quality or ability; 
commonly encountered

• without loss or gain!

• around the middle of a scale of 
evaluation of physical measures



• Having exceptional quality or ability; 
not commonly encountered

These are our objectives!

• At the upper end of the scale for 
evaluation of physical measures

• Possessing special distinction, rank, or status

•Living  with more gains than losses!



How can these be achieved?

Consciously 

take that extra 

step out of the 

average 

crowd!!!



“Being the best is not as simple as just 

having talent”

“I start early, and I 
stay late, day after 
day, year after year. 
It took me 17 years 

and 114 days to 
become an overnight 

success”
LIONEL MESSI



The “PPP“ Principle

Purpose 

Live a purposeful life. Define 
your actions based on set goals 
you intend to achieve



The “PPP“ Principle

Plan

Be methodical. See your goal 
and write and set out clearly 
how you intend to achieve the 
goal



The “PPP“ Principle

Priority

Recognize that you cannot do all you 
want to do so, weigh the things that 
will add the most values to you and 
push back the ones that will take 
your time but have lesser gains



Self improvement

Invest in things that add value



Have Personal Values

Have personal values and be guided 
by them. 

Your personal values will act as your 
driver driving you towards the 
purposes you have set for yourself.

My Personal Values: “O + RISER”



Have Personal Values

O - Objectivity
R - Responsibility
I  - Integrity
S - Simplicity
E - Excellence
R - Reliability



Choose Your Associations

“Who you send your time with will 
have a great impact on what kind of 
life you live.

There are people God has already 
ordained to come across our path, to 
help us fulfill our destiny.



Choose Your Associations

People that inspire us, challenge us, 
make us better.

The right people have already been lined 
up. But here’s the key.

If you’re spending time with the wrong 
people you’ll never meet the right ones.



Choose your associations – cont.

If you’re hanging around people that are not 
going any place, people that are dragging 
you down, causing you to compromise, 
draining your energy, then you’re going to 
get stuck.



Choose your associations – cont.

You can’t hangout with chickens and expect 
to soar with eagles.

You’re going to become like the people you 
continually associate with.



Choose your associations – cont.

You want to know what you’re going to be like in 
5 years? Look at your friends.

If your friends are going places, have a spirit of 
excellence, kind, generous, courteous, then those 
qualities are going to rub off on you. 

Associate with people that are what you want to 
be”



Teamwork

When your strength has carried you as far 
as you can go, your partnership with 
people with the right skill can take you 
further.

Partner with people that will add 
value!!!



Other helpful guides

Avoid debts and loans as much as 
possible.

Always spend less than you earn. 

Avoid tunnel vision 

Have multiple streams of income



And finally…

When you get stranded and 
your understanding becomes 
limited

…He will always be there to 
give you the necessary push 
but only if you are not far 
away from him.





Interactions!!!


